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Introduction
“I want to argue that there is need for renewal in respect of
educational strategies that are aimed at intervening in
continued high and disproportionate levels of Maori
educational under-development.

There is now a need to renew the ‘25 year revolution’ related
to Te Kohanga Reo and the associated alternative
educational developments. We need to shift to build on the
successful elements of this 25 year revolution and reposition
within the emerging spaces of the post-treaty settlement era.

Given that a treaty settlement is a ‘beginning’ not an ‘ending’,
a significant question that now confronts all New Zealanders
is how we move forward and re-configure a new citizenship
settlement and future in the post-treaty settlement
environment”.
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Transforming Strategies   
• Understand New Formations of Colonization [& Develop 

effective responses]

• Theorize transformative strategies – know clearly, what 
& why we are doing things; needs to connect to an 
overall, mutually supported strategy 

• Use Multiple Pathways [including Alternative Schooling]

• Heal the divide between the Academy and the 
Community [may require restructuring the Academy]

• Develop holistic ‘Learning Community’ approach [e.g. An 
‘indigenous-university’ Model]; not ‘one’ struggle

• Develop a critical mass of intellectual change–makers 
[e.g. The MAI/ SAGE Ph.D Development program]

• Effective and Relevant Research [positive and proactive 
research for Transformation]
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The Indigenous Education struggle rests 
on the shoulders of many…
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Maori Population Trends

• The Maori ethnic group population is projected to increase from 548,000 in 1996 to 
993,000 in 2051, an increase of 445,000 or 81 percent. 

•The Maori population is projected to make up about 21 percent of the total New Zealand 
population in 2051, up from 15 percent in 1996.

• The Maori population is expected to take on an older age profile in the future. Half of the 
population is projected to be older than 32 years in 2051, compared with 22 years in 1996.

• The number of Maori children will increase by 54,000 or 27 percent, from 202,000 in 
1996 to 256,000 in 2051. By then they will make up one-third of all New Zealand children, 
compared with one-quarter in 1996.

• The number of Maori aged 65 and over will jump to 129,000 in 2051, eight times their 
population in 1996 (16,000). Maori in this age group will comprise 13 percent of the total 
Maori population in 2051, up from 3 percent in 1996.
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An Understanding in regard to 
transforming socio-economic crises

‘There is limited scope for the 
socio-economic re-development of 

Indigenous populations without a prior 
or simultaneous educational revolution’. 
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OECD Economic Indicators for 
National Performance…

• Technology and Innovation Index (TAI)

• Human Development Index (HDI)

• Real Gross Domestic Profit per capita (GDP p.c.)

• Participation in Post. Comp. Education (PHQPE)

• Environmental Sustainability Index (ESI)

We Need to Extract Maori Statistical Components
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Re-new and/or embark on new journeys….

Learn the Lessons of the 
25 Year Maori Education Revolution 

(1982 -2007)

Kara Puketapu, 
‘Tu Tangata Vision’
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Re-generating the cultural power 
of the ‘extended family’ (whanau) 

A Key Strategy:
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(BENTON 1971)

TE KOHANGA REO 
INTERVENTION MODEL

Kaupapa Maori Theorizing
Kaupapa Maori Research

Te Kohanga Reo
Kura Kaupapa Maori

Whare Kura
Wananga
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§ Self determination (tino rangatiratanga)

§ cultural aspirations (taonga tuku iho)

§ culturally preferred ways of doing things 
(ako Maori)

§ mediation of socio-economic impediments 
(kia orite)

§ Extended family structure and practice (whanau)

§ Collective vision (kaupapa)

KAUPAPA MAORI 
INTERVENTION ELEMENTS
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§ Social capital – whanau & whanaungatanga

§ Identity politics

§ Inclusive 360 intervention

§ Pedagogy – praxis

KAUPAPA MAORI AS 
TRANSFORMATIVE PRACTICE / PRAXIS
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§ Kaupapa Maori Theorizing

§ Kaupapa Maori Research

§ Te Kohanga Reo

§ Kura Kaupapa Maori

§ Whare Kura

§ Wananga

TE KOHANGA REO 
INTERVENTION MODEL
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§ Knowledge belongs to all

§ Everyone has a contribution to make

§ The group is as good as the least able member

§ All the knowledge goes into the group pool

§ More experienced help the less experienced

KAUPAPA MAORI 
LEARNING VALUES
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The Real ‘Revolution’ 
of the 1980’s

‘…was a revolution in thinking; it was a shift 
by Maori from being ‘reactive’ to being 
`proactive’ – to taking responsibility to 
make change for themselves and not wait 
for other peoples permission.’ (Smith, G.H. 2000)
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Mate atu he tete kura, 
ara mai ra he tete kura

A fern frond withers 
and another rises to take its place

A need for renewal
A need for further innovation
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Understand New Formations 
of Indigenous Colonisation

A Key Strategy:

“Our Struggle is both cultural and 
structural”
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“Colonization has not died out, 
it has simply changed form” 

(Smith 1997)

Whakawhitira Native School (C) Copyright



New formations of colonization 
often involve the commodification

of cultural knowledge 

Often formed at the intersection 
of cultural oppression

and economic exploitation



More Fully Understand 
Transformation

A Key Strategy:

“Move beyond project type responses to 
theoretically informed transformation” 
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Genuine Reform in 
Education and 

Schooling or the 
same old ‘bad 

habits’?



‘Legitimation – Crisis’ Cycle
[c.f. Claus Offe 1998] 

‘Incremental change’; ‘small victories’
[c.f. Jurgen Habermas, 1971]



Transformation: Changing the model 

Model A: (Linear – developmental)

Conscientization Resistance Transformative 
Action

Model B: (Circular Praxis)

Resistance

Conscientization

Transformative Action(C) Copyright



Develop Critical
Understandings

A Key Strategy:

“Critical theory analyses and strategies to deal 
with structural impediments in order to make 

space for cultural elements” 
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The Politics of Truth
• Understand limitations and strengths
• ‘No one is pure’
• ‘Own up’ & understand where we are 

compromising (make informed choices)
• pursue moral and ethical leadership
• Beyond the ‘mystification of culture/ / knowledge’
• Beyond the ‘museum’ view of culture
• The ‘privatized’ native academic
• Beyond  ‘anti-intellectualism’

“There is a need to understand these issues and
account for them within our change strategies”



Deficit TheoryDeficit Theory
Socio-economic factors

low income

low status

deprived style of life

Demographic factors

youthful pop.

large families

many dependants

high occupancy rate

Low educational
attainment

language problem
poor motivation

limited aspiration

Socio-cultural factors

Sibling upbringing
group centred way of life

little contact between children 
and adult

poor material conditions
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Self Esteem TheorySelf Esteem Theory
In order to develop institutional change to better meet the needs of 

culturally different clients - Develop strategies to …

Recognise

value

cater

practise

Cultural Difference

To create Positive Identity; 
Cultural Reinforcement

Self Esteem

Which also creates 
a comfortable environment

Where
LEARNING is more likely 

to occur
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1. Equity (Level Playing Field)
2. Democracy (Serves Dominant Interests)
3. Individualism (Possessive Individual)
4. Devolution (Illusion of ‘Power Sharing’)
5. Choice (Within Defined Parameters)
6. Globalization (Sharing of wealth)
7. Accountability (surveillance)
8. Privatisation (Public good)

Neo-Liberal Tensions
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Validate Indigenous
Ways of Knowing

A Key Strategy:

“Re-claim the legitimacy of our own cultural 
ways of knowing, practicing and being”
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When I went to 
School I was 
expected to 
learn this map 
well in order to 
pass the 
National 
Geography 
Exam

When I went to 
School I was 
expected to 
learn this map 
well in order to 
pass the 
National 
Geography 
Exam



However, 
there is 
another 
‘Map’ of 
Aotearoa / 
NZ which 
is very 
different.



The ‘Selected’ Curriculum as Problematic



“Indigenous theorizing simply means that we 
need to hang some indigenous theoretical 
tools and methodologies on the wall of the 

Academy. It is not either / or, ….”

Validity & legitimacy of Indigenous Knowledge; 
ways of knowing, doing and being.



Grow Transforming Intellectuals

A Key Strategy:

“Beyond the ‘privatized academic’ 
and broaden responsibility to 

embrace the community / iwi / public 
good”(C) Copyright



MAI Ph.D Program (Targets)

“500 Maori Ph.Ds in 5 years”
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Graduate Maori Students 
in Front of their Communities
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‘Transforming Strategies’ 
in Higher Education

Case Study:

Te Whare Wananga o Awanuiarangi 
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Whakatāne 
‘Kia Whakatāne au i ahau’

Nā Wairaka

Nga Iwi o Mataatua me te Ao Whanui
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Awanuiarangi ‘Three Year Plan’ Highlights

• Re-brand indigenous-university within Wananga Act
• Respond to emerging Maori Economy
• Shift mix of provision to 80% degree granting
• Build graduate School profile and student numbers
• Shift staffing profile to higher level qualifications
• Diversify income streams by increasing research profile
• Innovate in teaching and Research
• Develop international Indigenous profile & benchmarking
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Awanuiarangi ‘Three Year Plan’ Highlights (continued)

• Engage, enhance and innovate through Technology & IT
• Iwi Development through social capital enhancement
• Build quality across the total institution
• Build scholarship enhancement into degree programmes
• Respond to Iwi need with regard to emerging Maori economy
• Build Critical base to programmes to create space for culture
• Embrace Maori language, knowledge and culture everywhere
• Build an internationally recognized Graduate programme
• Produce graduates with ‘collective’ cultural consciousness
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A Critical Education Site for 
Transforming Praxis
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TOKORAU
INSTITUTE FOR INDIGENOUS INNOVATION

Structure

Te Pou Tokomawake
Research & Development – TechPā

Te Pou Tokohuruatea
Teaching & Learning

Te Pou Tokonuku
eStream – design & product

Te Pou Tokorangi
eWānanga – online teaching & learning
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Robyn Kahukiwa, Te Aitanga a Hauiti

“The Treaty document on its own will not deliver our 
aspirations; it will be what we do to enact the intention of 

the Treaty document that will be important”
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“In coming to understand transformation more 
profoundly – we must appreciate that the journey is just 
as important as arriving . . . this understanding calls us 
to recognize and celebrate incremental victories  as we 

seek to fulfill our utopian visions” 
Smith G. H. 2007

“Our indigenous futures are directly 
correlated to our ability to 

re-imagine ourselves” 
Smith G. H. 2007
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Rukuhia te Matauranga 
ki tona hohonutanga me tona whanuitanga

Pursue knowledge 
to the greatest depths and its broadest horizons
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